‘Turn Around Don’t Drown’
Force and power of water easy to underestimate

COLUMBUS – As it continues to rain across much of the State and with currently 6 road closures and restrictions due to flooding, motorists are reminded when faced with flooded roadways, Turn Around Don’t Drown.

State officials urge motorists to be aware when approaching a flooded road, stop and do not cross. NEVER drive through flooded roadways. And NEVER drive around the barriers that warn you the road is flooded.

With water across the roadway, drivers cannot always determine the depth of the water and if roadbeds are washed out. Six inches of moving water can knock a person down and a mere two feet of water can move a large vehicle. The best advice: Turn Around Don’t Drown.

Many weather conditions can cause a flash flood, making theses the most dangerous kind of flooding because they combine the destructive power of high water with incredible speed and unpredictability. Rapidly rising water creating a flash flood may occur with little warning.

At the national level, more deaths occur due to flooding each year than from any other severe weather-related hazard. More than half of all flood-related deaths occur in automobiles as people and their vehicles are swept downstream. The main reason is that people underestimate the force and power of water.

Know Before You Go: Up-to-the-minute road conditions are always available by logging onto www.ohgo.com. During weather events, road conditions are updated as often as necessary, with information such as lane restrictions and closures due to construction, crashes or flooding.
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